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Annex I: Required supporting documents 

1. Detailed breakdown of costs supporting the Financial Statement (Form C) submitted 
to the Commission per cost categories, specifying the type of activity to which they 
relate to and, where applicable, the resources provided by a third party - (Note: this 
breakdown should include the relevant accounting codes/reference numbers to allow 
for reconciliation between the statements sent to the Commission and the 
contractor's financial records as extracted from the accounting system. Should the 
contractor identify an eventual discrepancy between the amounts declared and 
supported, the breakdown to be provided should identify the elements motivating 
the difference) 

2. General ledger as extracted from the accounting system to be used for reconciliation 
purposes as referred to in point 1 for all financial years covering the project periods. 

3. Detail of hours and related personnel costs claimed by individual / project. 

4. Employment contracts for all (permanent and temporary) project personnel 

5. Payroll/Salary slips for all project personnel 

6. Calculation of hourly rates (i.e. gross remuneration plus related charges) for all 
personnel categories/project personnel 

7. Certified time records for all project personnel claimed in the projects 

8. (Standard) Productive hours calculation 

9. Description of the methodology used for the calculation and allocation of indirect 
costs (including analysis of the cost categories included in the overhead 

10. Reconciliation of the indirect costs with the profit & loss accounts 
(P&L)/general ledger 

11. Any commercial agreement related to the implementation of the controlled 
project. 
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